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Numerical simulation of band-broadening during hydrodynamic
relaxation in frit-inlet field-flow fractionation channels
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Abstract

The frit-inlet technique is a promising implementation of hydrodynamic relaxation of samples in field-flow fractionation
(FFF). The optimization of the process is of great importance in order to maximize overall system efficiency. The
mechanism of band-broadening that takes place during hydrodynamic relaxation has been examined using a three-
dimensional simulation of the flow inside the triangular end-piece of the channel. This is the first time this contribution to
band-broadening has been considered and studied. Particle trajectories in the absence of a transverse field were numerically
calculated, thereby isolating this effect from the familiar field-driven relaxation effect. As a first step towards an optimization
of the system, the influence of the length of frit element was examined. Band-broadening was examined by determining the
number of particles passing through the triangular end-piece as a function of transit time for a uniform particle distribution at
the injection point. Due to the complexity of the flow patterns within the system, it is concluded that such numerical
simulations are necessary for the optimization of the design and operation of this type of channel.  1998 Elsevier Science
B.V.
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1. Introduction components (i.e., the different molecules or particles
comprising the sample) towards one of the parallel

Field-flow fractionation (FFF) comprises a family channel walls. Consequently, there is a build-up of
of separation techniques suitable for analyzing poly- concentration close to this wall, the so-called ‘ac-
mers, colloids and larger particles ranging from cumulation wall’, and a reduction near the opposite
about 1 mm to 100 mm in diameter [1–5]. The wall, which is referred to as the ‘depletion wall’. The
separation is carried out within a flow of fluid driven (possibly) differing rates of migration toward the
through a thin, parallel-walled channel. The thin accumulation wall opposed by differing rates of
geometry of the channel gives rise to a parabolic back-diffusion or, in the case of larger components,
fluid velocity profile between the parallel walls, with differing strengths of hydrodynamic lift force (which
small perturbations close to the edge walls. A field is tend to drive materials away from the walls, see for
applied across the thin dimension, perpendicular to example Ref. [6]) lead to differing concentration
the direction of fluid flow, to drive the sample profiles across the channel thickness for the different

components of the sample. The different distribu-
*Corresponding author. tions of the components within the parabolic fluid
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velocity profile result in their having different migra-
tion velocities along the length of the channel.
Different components therefore emerge at the chan-
nel outlet at different times and separation is thereby
achieved.

The sample is generally introduced to the channel
inlet as a small plug of solution or suspension. In the
case of a conventional channel inlet which does not
make use of hydrodynamic relaxation, the sample
components may be assumed to be initially distribut-
ed quite uniformly across the channel thickness.
Commonly, the channel flow is halted for a short
period following sample introduction to allow the

Fig. 1. Geometry of the computational domain.sample components to approach their final distribu-
tions under the influence of the transverse field [7].
This is known as the stop-flow procedure for sample
relaxation. The flow is subsequently restarted to depletion wall of the channel, just downstream of the
carry out the separation. If the sample components sample entry port (see Fig. 1). In either design, the
are allowed to relax toward their respective dis- sample components are driven toward the accumula-
tributions across the channel thickness without inter- tion wall by the diversion of the sample substream
rupting the flow, a considerable spreading of the on merging with the, generally higher, complemen-
materials along the length of the channel occurs [8], tary substream. Ideally, the merging of substreams
with consequent loss of separation efficiency. An confines the sample components to a thin fluid
alternative to the stop-flow method of sample relaxa- lamina adjacent to the accumulation wall. Following
tion is a technique known as hydrodynamic relaxa- this hydrodynamic relaxation step, a small amount of
tion, an implementation of which is the topic of additional field-driven relaxation is necessary for
interest here. each component to approach its final steady-state

The concept of hydrodynamic relaxation of sample distribution. This takes place under elution condi-
near the inlet of a field-flow fractionation channel tions and takes care of under or over-relaxation of
was introduced by Giddings [9]. Two different different components, and the redistribution of each
designs of channel inlet have been proposed to component into its steady-state concentration profile.
implement the technique: the split inlet [10] and the When hydrodynamic relaxation results in a thin
frit inlet [11]. In both cases the channel inflow is sample lamina, the residual field-driven relaxation of
derived from two substream sources, namely, the the sample components toward their steady-state
sample inlet-flow, into which the small plug of distributions occurs relatively quickly because of the
sample is introduced, and a complementary carrier greatly reduced distances over which this transport of
fluid-flow. In the case of the split inlet, the sub- materials takes place. The band-broadening associ-
streams enter the channel on either side of a physical ated with this residual field-driven relaxation is
stream splitter that is generally placed mid-way greatly reduced by the preceding hydrodynamic
between, and must be parallel to the accumulation relaxation. This is because the sample components
and depletion walls. The sample inlet-flow enters the are brought close to their final steady-state dis-
channel adjacent to the accumulation wall while the tributions adjacent to the accumulation wall, and
complementary carrier-flow enters adjacent to the more importantly, sample materials do not therefore
depletion wall. In the case of the frit inlet, the sample pass through the fast-flowing streamlines around the
inlet-flow enters at the conventional channel inlet central regions of the channel thickness during the
close to the tip of the triangular end-piece, and the field-driven relaxation step.
complementary carrier-flow enters through a short By eliminating the need for a stop-flow procedure,
piece of porous frit material incorporated into the the technique of hydrodynamic relaxation provides
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for rapid separation [10,12–14]. It also has the situation with regard to this latter effect is more
advantages of avoiding baseline instabilities associ- complicated in the case of a frit inlet because of the
ated with valve switching, and reducing the tendency frit inflow that generally occurs throughout a major
for particle adhesion to the accumulation wall that part of the end-piece. Nevertheless, we can assume
may occur with the stop-flow procedure. However, that this effect would be amplified to some degree.

~ ~unavoidable incremental band-broadening effects are The experimental flow-rates V and V must bes

associated with the hydrodynamic relaxation process chosen such that overall band-broadening is mini-
[12], and it is important to minimize these contribu- mized. Since the processes described are independent
tions to band-broadening in order to maximize the of one another, their contributions to band-broaden-
overall system efficiency. The efficiency of a split- ing, expressed in terms of plate height, are simply

~ ~or frit-inlet system is dependent in part upon the additive. As the ratio V /V is reduced the contribu-s

thickness x of the hydrodynamically relaxed sample tion to plate height due to residual relaxation Hs r

lamina. As mentioned above, a thin sample lamina decreases, while the contributions due to finite
following hydrodynamic relaxation is conducive to sample feed volume H , flow through inlet deadf

rapid residual relaxation. If we ignore the complica- volumes H , and triangular end-piece effects H alldi e
~ ~tions to flow associated with the geometry of the increase. The determination of optimum V /V ratios

triangular end-piece and assume that all streamlines corresponding to a minimized sum of H 1H 1Hr f di

have zero velocity components in the Y direction, has been dealt with previously [12]. (Note that in this
then, for an otherwise ideal system, we would expect treatment H 1H was referred to as H , and thef di end

x to be constant across the channel breadth. In this contribution H , as defined here and in Refs. [16] ands e

case the ratio of x to channel thickness w is related [17], was ignored). Nevertheless, the approach pre-s
~to the ratio of sample-inlet flow-rate V to total sented is expected to be quite acceptable for split-s

~channel flow-rate V according to the equation [15]: inlet systems. However, in the case of the frit-inlet
system, there are additional contributions to plate

xs height, besides H , which have not been considered] 5 sin(u /3) 1 0.5 (1) ew to date, and these will be collectively referred to as
H . Within the frit inlet, a form of relaxation band-fritwhere
spreading takes place as those particles or macro-

~ ~ molecules that are initially located close to thesin u 5 2(V /V ) 2 1 (2)s
depletion wall are driven toward the accumulation

and where u is confined to the range 2p /2#u #p / wall, not by the influence of the field but by the
~ ~2. A small ratio V /V is therefore required to merging of the two carrier fluid streams. As they ares

facilitate hydrodynamic sample relaxation. However, driven across the central regions of the channel
as pointed out by Giddings [11], while a reduced thickness they encounter more quickly flowing

~sample inlet flow-rate V improves hydrodynamic streamlines and are carried ahead of those particless

relaxation, it amplifies the contribution to sample or macromolecules that enter the channel close to the
zone breadth due to finite sample volume. This is accumulation wall. This effect results in the major
because a given sample volume requires a longer contribution to H . In the split-inlet system thisfrit

~time for introduction at a reduced flow-rate V . At the effect is negligible. Here, the sample initially oc-s

same time, any band-broadening which occurs as the cupies a region adjacent to the accumulation wall
sample is swept through the inlet tubing and other having a thickness that is, at most, equal to w /2. The
inlet dead volumes is amplified. A certain amount of sample is then expected to be hydrodynamically
band-broadening also arises out of the differing path relaxed within a distance comparable to the channel
lengths and velocities of streamlines through the thickness. The particles or macromolecules are there-
triangular inlet end-piece [16,17]. In the case of a fore quickly driven away from the central regions of
split inlet where the stream splitter extends beyond the channel thickness. They are displaced from the
the end-piece, this band-broadening may also be central regions before the fully developed parabolic
expected to be amplified to a similar degree. The fluid velocity profile is obtained. There is compara-
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tively little time and little tendency for differential 2. Principle of the simulation
displacement along the separation axis.

For the complicated geometry of a triangular end- The laminar flow inside the triangular end-piece of
piece with complementary inflow via a frit element the channel and the flow percolation through the frit
that is partially or entirely included in the triangular element were computed in three-dimensions using
region, we cannot expect x to be constant across the the Navier–Stokes solver Fluent, based on a finite-s

channel breadth. We expect small contributions to volume technique. The geometry of the computation-
H to result from this effect. The length and shape al domain is shown in Fig. 1. A discretization offrit

of the frit element will influence this variation of x 50 400 cells was used to compute the flow, ands

and are parameters that should therefore be opti- hence, the trajectories of particles carried by the
mized in the design of the separation cell. Various flow. The boundary condition at the entrance of the
configurations have been proposed by Giddings [11], computational domain (z5z ) was a uniform inflow-s

but the influence of such geometric parameters on ing velocity U 5(0, 0, u ). For the inlet flow to bes zs

band-broadening is at present unknown. The first established before entering the triangular channel
steps in examining the influence of frit element end-piece, a short square duct was included in the
length on the flow patterns are taken here. model ahead of the end-piece, in line with the

The contribution to band-broadening due to hydro- channel (see Fig. 1). The leading edge of the frit
dynamic relaxation within the region of a frit inlet is element (at z ) was placed at a sufficient distance1

the subject of the present study. The approach from the entry of the duct to the end-piece (at z ) to0

involves a three-dimensional modelling of the flow ensure a fully developed flow (i.e., a parabolic flow
pattern through the triangular end-piece and a short profile) before the merging of the streams com-
section of the channel near the inlet. The band- menced. A uniform carrier fluid flux was prescribed
broadening determinations therefore reflect the com- at the top surface of the frit element. The pressure
bined effects of both H and H . The study is loss through the porous material Dp, was related tofrit e

restricted to the theoretical analysis of the process of the mean filter velocity, or equivalently the flux
hydrodynamic relaxation of micron-size particles in density q, according to Darcy’s law (inertia-free)
the region of a channel inlet incorporating a frit given by:
element inflow of fluid. The complicating influences

K Dpof hydrodynamic lift forces and diffusion can there- 0
]]q 5 2 (3)fore be ignored. Numerical simulations of the flow m wf

inside the channel were performed using the Fluent
V4.0 Navier–Stokes solver. Three-dimensional where w is the thickness of the frit element, K isf 0

models were constructed to examine the effect of the the specific permeability of the frit material, and m

geometry of the system on the relaxation efficiency the dynamic viscosity of the fluid. The specific
and sample zone broadening. Particle trajectories permeability was assumed to be uniform and identi-
were computed by integration of the hydrodynamic cal in each component direction (X, Y, Z). To
force balance on a particle as it is driven through the analyze the efficiency of the hydrodynamic relaxa-
system by the flow of fluid. Two commonly used tion process, the trajectories of a set of micron-size
geometries for the frit element were examined. In particles were computed by integration of the force
one, the frit extends a short distance beyond the balance on the particles without consideration of the
triangular channel end-piece, and in the other the frit effect of a sedimentation field (i.e., for the simula-
is entirely contained within the end-piece. These tions the density of the particles r was set equal top

numerical simulations were carried out in order to that of the fluid r) or an outflow through a permeable
improve our understanding of the flow patterns accumulation wall (as found in the technique of flow
within frit-inlet systems, which may in turn lead to FFF). This effectively isolated the hydrodynamic
improvements in the design and operation of these relaxation process from the complicating influence of
systems. a simultaneous field-driven relaxation. In practice,
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the rate of field-driven relaxation may be assumed to assumed to rebound with a coefficient of restitution
be small in comparison to the rate of hydrodynamic of unity. In practice, the wall boundary conditions
relaxation. If this was not the case there would be no and the particle–wall interactions are more compli-
need for hydrodynamic relaxation. The particle size cated. In the case of steric mode FFF, when the
was assumed to be large enough that diffusional particle approaches the accumulation wall, the force
transport was negligible, and sufficiently small that balance is dominated by the so-called near-wall
hydrodynamic lift forces could also be ignored. Each hydrodynamic lift force [6]. Under a complex mech-
particle trajectory was computed from the plane anism, the particle stabilizes at an equilibrium posi-
z5z , located just at the entry of the duct to the tion across the flow profile, and no contact occurs0

end-piece (see Fig. 1). The particle velocity U 5 between the particle and the wall. To avoid these0

(u , u , u ) at the starting point P 5(x , y , z ) complications and to limit particle–wall interactions,x 0 y 0 z 0 0 0 0 0

was assumed to be equal to the local flow velocity, the analysis was not carried out for particles starting
because the sample particles are driven only by the from initial positions relatively close to the accumu-
flow inside the channel. The sample was assumed to lation wall (i.e., for x /w,0.2). Consequently our0

be introduced at very low concentration so that model yields values for Dt and s that underestimatet

particle–particle interactions could be neglected in the true values.
the simulation.

In practice, the geometry of the entry port differs
in some aspects from that described above. The 3. Results and discussion
sample-inlet flow generally enters via a thin tube of
circular cross section through the depletion wall (or, The frit efficiency and the inlet band-broadening
in some cases, the accumulation wall). The geomet- effect were analyzed for two different designs of frit
ric characteristics of the entry port (i.e., its size, inlet. The first corresponds to the experimental
shape, etc.) and its location inside the triangular system described by Giddings [11], (w5220 mm,
end-piece will influence the initial distribution of the w 53 mm, b520 mm, z 52 mm, z 534 mm,f 1 2

particle cloud, and hence the degree of band- z 540 mm, L 524 mm) as shown in Fig. 1. The3 e

broadening. The exact modelling of the entry port is second has a shorter frit element, entirely included in
considerably more difficult to achieve than the in- the triangular end-piece of the channel (w5220 mm,
line square duct model assumed here. In this study, w 53 mm, b520 mm, z 52 mm, z 520 mm,f 1 2

we limit our consideration to the simple analysis of z 540 mm, L 524 mm). Particle trajectories were3 e
~the hydrodynamic relaxation process and its effect on determined for a sample inlet flow-rate V 50.4 ml /s

the band-broadening. The simplified model serves min, and a percolation flow-rate through the frit
~ ~ ~ ~this purpose, and further complications to the geome- element V 510 V , so that channel flow-rate V5V 1f s s

~try are therefore unnecessary. V 54.4 ml /min. The carrier fluid was assumed to bef
22The different particle trajectories (i.e., their path water with dynamic viscosity 0.001 N s m and

3 23 215and local velocity) were calculated as a function of density 1310 kg m . A permeability of 2310
2starting position P . Their transit times t (from z to m was determined for the frit material by experi-0 0

z ) and the transit time spread Dt5t(max)2t(min) ment and this value assumed for the simulations.3

were predicted without any assumption concerning The pattern of streamlines in the Y–Z plane is
the initial distribution of particles. The standard very similar to that for ideal Newtonian flow through
deviation in transit time s was calculated for an a simple triangular end-piece without frit inflowt

assumed uniform distribution of particles at the predicted using an approach based on a Schwarz–
injection point z (although a condition of x /w.0.2 Christoffel transformation [17] (see Fig. 2). A set of0 0

was imposed, as explained below). Both Dt and s trajectories for particles initially located at x /w5t 0

give some indications about the band-broadening 0.5 and various y are shown in Fig. 2. The0

effect. relationship between the initial y of 3, 24, 51, 78,0

A particle contacting a wall of the channel was and 105 mm (just within the square inlet duct) and
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Fig. 3. Particle trajectories in the X–Z plane close to channel
Fig. 2. Particle trajectories in the Y–Z plane of the triangular center line ( y 53 mm) for frit design 1 with the different initial0
end-piece with frit design 1. At the entry port (z5z ) the channel0 elevations: (a) x /w50.91, (b) x /w50.75, (c) x /w50.625, (d)0 0 0
breadth is equal to 220 mm. Starting positions correspond to: (a) x /w50.5, (e) x /w50.25.0 0
y 53 mm, (b) y 524 mm, (c) y 551 mm, (d) y 578 mm, (e)0 0 0 0

y 5105 mm ( y measured from the center line). All the particles0 0

start at the same elevation x /w50.5.0 across the channel thickness as they pass through the
end-piece close to the center-line of the channel.

the final y of approximately 0.3, 2.5, 5.0, 8.0, and Initial transverse positions corresponding to x /w off 0

9.9 mm, respectively, in the channel at z 540 mm is (a) 0.91, (b) 0.75, (c) 0.625, (d) 0.5, and (e) 0.25 are3

determined by the transformation of the flow profile represented. A simple model that assumes purely
closely following the entry of fluid into the end- radial flow from a point source in the Y–Z plane
piece. The fully developed flow in the square duct with uniform supplementary frit flow for all path
must very rapidly assume a radial flow pattern (with directions would predict final transverse positions
edge perturbations) in the Y–Z plane and a parabolic x /w of 0.184, 0.170, 0.152, 0.129 and 0.070,f

profile across the thickness. The higher flow in the respectively. The simulation deviates slightly in its
central region of the inlet duct contributes a rela- predictions from this naive model. For example,
tively wide radial spread of flow through the end- trajectory (e) falls from x /w of 0.25 to x /w close to0 f

piece, while the lower flow entering close to the 0.05. This again is almost certainly a result of the
edges of the duct is spread to a lesser degree. The complicated transformation of flow profile close to
result is that the particle initially located at y 5105 the inlet of the channel.0

mm in the duct (or 5 mm from the duct wall) remains Fig. 4 shows the predicted trajectories of particles
close to the edge of the end-piece as it is driven across the channel thickness as they follow different
forwards by the flow. The particle is predicted to be paths across the breadth of the end-piece and chan-
only approximately 100 mm from the edge of the nel. Trajectories (a), (b), (c), and (d) correspond to
channel after completing its passage through the initial y of 3, 51, 78, and 105 mm, respectively, and0

end-piece. This proximity to the channel edge wall all originate at x /w of 0.91. In this case, the simple0

has a significant effect on the particle trajectory as model of radial flow with uniform complementary
we shall see below. frit flow would predict a final transverse position

While the particles are being distributed across the x /w of 0.184 for all particle trajectories starting atf

breadth of the channel they are driven toward the x /w50.91. The trajectories shown in Fig. 4 differ0

accumulation wall by the complementary frit flow. in their x /w positions, and in their respectivef

Fig. 3 shows the predicted trajectories of particles variations of x /w with z beneath the frit. Consider
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no-slip boundary condition at the edge wall (see
Refs. [18,19]). This region extends into the channel a
distance comparable to the channel thickness (220
mm in this case). The particle is initially located just
5 mm from the end-piece edge wall, and is predicted
to reach a distance of approximately 100 mm at
z 540 mm, as mentioned above. Compared to3

particles following other paths, it is expected to be
strongly retarded in its velocity near the inlet, and
less so as it is carried through the end-piece. The
great difference in the initial slopes of trajectories (c)
and (d) plotted as x /w versus z in Fig. 4 is
principally due the reduced velocity dz /dt for trajec-
tory (d), and to a small extent their differing radial
directions (as discussed above in the comparison of
trajectories (a), (b), and (c)). The transverse velocity
dx /dt may also be expected to be influenced to some

Fig. 4. Particle trajectories in the X–Z plane for frit design 1 for
extent by the proximity of the edge wall (seethe different lateral starting positions: (a) y 53 mm, (b) y 5510 0
discussion with respect to Fig. 5 below). The inflowmm, (c) y 578 mm, (d) y 5105 mm. Initial elevation in the0 0

is via a frit, and the transverse path length ischannel thickness x /w50.91 for all trajectories.0

relatively short, too short to obtain a fully developed
transverse flow. The result is that a particle following

trajectories (a), (b), and (c) which follow different trajectory (d) spends more time beneath the frit and
radial paths through the end-piece. We expect their is displaced toward the accumulation wall to a
radial velocities to vary through the end-piece (due greater extent than those following trajectories (a),
to the varying cross sectional area and the changing (b), and (c), as shown in Fig. 4.
volumetric flow-rate), but their radial velocities The frit-inlet band-broadening is influenced by (1)
should vary in parallel and remain very similar. The the differences between particle velocities following
trajectories are not plotted in terms of x /w versus the various trajectories (velocities vary along each
radial distance from the inlet however. The projec- trajectory and differ between trajectories), and to a
tion of each trajectory in the z-direction accounts for
the initial difference in their slopes when plotted as
x /w versus z. Also the path length beneath the frit
element is longer for trajectory (b) than for trajectory
(a), and longer still for trajectory (c). The slightly
higher volumetric frit inflow along the path of a
longer trajectory would result in a greater displace-
ment toward the accumulation wall. This effect
accounts for the slight variation of x /w for trajec-f

tories (a), (b), and (c). The displacement of the
particle following trajectory (d) is much greater
however. Certainly a part of the increased displace-
ment is attributable to the mechanism just consid-
ered, but the majority of the excess displacement is
attributable to a different mechanism. Trajectory (d)

Fig. 5. Plots of transit time versus particle position z with frit
follows a path close to the edge wall of the end-piece design 1. Trajectories correspond to: (a1) x /w50.91, (b1) x /0 0
and channel. The particle is carried through the w50.5, (c1) x /w50.25 for y 53 mm; and (a2) x /w50.91, (b2)0 0 0

region where fluid velocity is influenced by the x /w50.5, (c2) x /w50.25 for y 5105 mm.0 0 0
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lesser extent (2) the differences in the lengths of the predicted to be carried to z540 mm in less than 4 s
particle trajectories. We can gain some qualitative for the assumed flow regime, while a particle corre-
information concerning the band-broadening by ex- sponding to (c1) is predicted to take more than 11 s
amining the elapsed time of migration as a function to reach the same z position. This is simply because
of z position for a set of particle trajectories such as particles corresponding to (a1) and (b1) are carried
those shown in Fig. 5. Curves (a1), (b1), and (c1) through the fastest flowing stream velocities close to
correspond to trajectories close to the channel center the midpoint of the channel thickness, and that
line ( y 53 mm) for initial x /w of 0.91, 0.5, and corresponding to (c1) is immediately carried away0 0

0.25, respectively. Curves (a2), (b2), and (c2) corre- from these fast stream velocities on entering the
spond to trajectories close to the channel edge ( y 5 end-piece and into the slower stream velocities closer0

105 mm), again for initial x /w of 0.91, 0.5 and 0.25, to the accumulation wall. The Dt indicated in Fig. 50 1

respectively. Curves (a1) and (a2) therefore corre- shows the spread in transit time through the end-
spond to trajectories (a) and (b) of Fig. 4, and curves piece for these three trajectories. The interval Dt2

(b1) and (c1) correspond to trajectories (d) and (e) of corresponds to the spread for the corresponding
Fig. 3. The results for (a2), (b2), and (c2) are trajectories near the edge wall. It is seen that Dt ,2

expected to be strongly influenced by edge effects as Dt , but this is a result of the edge effects as1

discussed previously. This may be deduced from the discussed above, and this behaviour will apply to
initial slopes dt /dz of the curves. The greater slopes only the relatively small population of particles
for (a2), (b2) and (c2) as compared to (a1), (b1) and occupying the regions close to each edge wall.
(c1) indicate a much lower initial velocity dz /dt. The Finally, we shall consider the results obtained for
difference is much greater than can be explained by the two different frit element lengths. Fig. 6 shows
projection of velocity along the Z axis for the the trajectories close to the channel center line
different radial directions of the respective trajec- predicted for the two frit designs for particles
tories. A factor of, at most, only 1/(cos 22.68), or initially located at x /w50.91. Curves (a) and (b)0

1.083, is attributable to this effect. correspond to the longer frit element 1 and the
Across most of the end-piece and channel breadth,

particles initially located at x /w50.91, 0.5, and0

0.25 are expected to quite closely follow the curves
(a1), (b1), and (c1), respectively. The transit times
would be expected to increase with increasing devia-
tion of a trajectory from the center line of the
channel. This would be due to (1) the greater path
length of these trajectories, and (2) the tendency for
these particles to be driven closer to the accumula-
tion wall and therefore into slower stream velocities
(as discussed in relation to Fig. 4). The slightly
higher final slopes dt /dz (and therefore slightly lower
final velocities dz /dt) for (a2) and (b2), compared to
(a1) and (b1), are in agreement with the latter effect,
although there may also be a small contribution to
this difference due to edge effects. We note that
curve (c2) indicates a much higher final velocity for
this trajectory than that for (c1). This suggests that
close to the edge of the end-piece the frit flow is not
so effective at driving particles toward the accumula-
tion wall. Fig. 6. Influence of the length of the frit element on particle

Consider curves (a1), (b1) and (c1) of Fig. 5 once trajectory in X–Z plane for x /w50.91 and y 53 mm: (a) longer0 0

more. Particles corresponding to (a1) and (b1) are frit element 1; (b) shorter frit element 2.
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shorter frit element 2, respectively. The volumetric to (a1) because the complementary frit flow enters
~flow regimes are identical, with V 50.4 ml /min and the channel before the full channel breadth is at-s

~ ~V 510 V as before. Considering the limitations of tained. For the shorter frit element the mean flowf s

the finite discretizations, the final x /w for the two velocity must therefore be higher through the re-
trajectories are indistinguishable. We note that there mainder of the channel end-piece and the first 10 mm
is a continuation of the particle approach to the of the channel. It is the increased flow velocity
accumulation wall following the shorter frit 2. The through the remainder of the end-piece which is of
simulations were carried out in the absence of an most significance, because the reduced breadth here
assumed transverse field and this continued approach amplifies the differences in the mean velocities. For
cannot therefore be attributed to the effects of a field. the limited range of x /w, the predictions suggest a0

The explanation must lie in the final approach to slightly reduced Dt for the longer frit 1. However
fully developed flow conditions that takes place over this does not mean that for an operational system
a short distance downstream of the shorter frit. In the employing a transverse field a longer frit element is
case of the longer frit element, the frit flow enters the beneficial. For example, the steeper final slope dt /dz
channel at a lower velocity and the departure from for (b2) compared to that for (b1) indicates that with
fully developed channel flow at the downstream edge frit 2 the particles initially located at x /w50.5 are0

of the frit element may be expected to be smaller. driven into slower stream velocities and are therefore
Fig. 7 shows the curves of elapsed time versus more relaxed.

distance z from the inlet for trajectories close to the To study the influence of the frit element length on
channel center line. Curves (a1), (b1), and (c1) band-broadening, the predicted distributions of par-
correspond to the longer frit 1 with x /w50.91, 0.5 ticle transit times across the computational domain0

and 0.25, respectively, and curves (a2), (b2), and were determined. For each of the two frit designs,
(c2) correspond to the shorter frit 2 with the same 400 particle trajectories were determined and their
x /w. Particles following trajectories corresponding transit times calculated. The cloud of particles was0

to curves (a1) and (a2) are predicted to be carried assumed to be uniformly distributed at the inlet
most quickly through the computational domain. z5z . The number of particles N exiting the compu-0

This is because they traverse the full region of fast tational domain within consecutive 0.5 second inter-
flowing streamlines around the central region of the vals is plotted in Fig. 8 in the form of a histogram
channel thickness. The trajectory corresponding to for each of the two designs. Histograms (a) and (b)
(a2) has a shorter transit time than that corresponding correspond to the longer frit element 1 and the

Fig. 7. Influence of frit element length on transit times t. All Fig. 8. Relative number of particles N /N exiting computationalt

trajectories for y 53 mm. Longer frit element 1: (a1) x /w50.91, domain versus transit time t. The sampling was performed for0 0

(b1) x /w50.5, (c1) x /w50.25. Shorter frit element 2: (a2) consecutive 0.5 s intervals for (a) longer frit element 1; (b) shorter0 0

x /w50.91, (b2) x /w50.5, (c2) x /w50.25. frit element 2.0 0 0
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shorter frit element 2, respectively. In both cases the geometrical channel volume of 1.29 ml. The narrow-
histograms indicate a sharp front and extended tail est peaks exhibit an apparent efficiency of around
for the distributions in transit time. If it had been 600 plates. The 10 mm standard elutes in about 53 s
possible to include trajectories originating at x /w, with a width at half-height close to 5 s, corre-0

0.2 the tails would have been even more extended. sponding to a s of just over 2 s. For this peak, thet

The histograms suggest that band-broadening is additional contribution to band-broadening predicted
slightly greater in the case of the shorter frit element for frit-inlet relaxation would be significant. In terms
2. A quantitative measure of the band-broadening of plate height, the 10-mm peak exhibits an apparent
effect is given by the standard deviation s in transit plate height of 0.043 cm for the channel length oft

time across the computational domain, as given by: 25.8 cm; the frit inlet would contribute an additional
0.011 cm to plate height (assuming frit design 2,]]]]Nt with s 51.1 s to compensate for the higher channel1 t 22¯]s 5 O(t 2 t ) (4)t flow-rate). The effect is less significant for moreNœ t 1
retained components. The 7-mm peak exhibits an

Nt¯where t51/N o t is the mean transit time and N is apparent plate height of 0.041 cm (retention timet 1 t

the number of trajectories considered. It was found t 588 s, s 53.5 s) and in this case the frit inletr t
¯that t 54.5 s and s 51.09 s for the longer frit would contribute only an additional 0.004 cm. The1 t 1

¯element 1, and t 54.2 s and s 51.25 s for the significance of the frit-inlet contribution to plate2 t 2

shorter frit element 2. (Material in the extended tails height decreases rapidly for more retained com-
corresponding to t.7.5 s was neglected in these ponents.
calculations). The mean transit times are consistent It must be emphasized that these predictions are
with the transit times of (b1) and (b2) of Fig. 7. The based on a number of assumptions and approxi-
mean transit times are a little longer than for the two mations: (1) It was assumed that the initial dis-
trajectories (b1) and (b2), both of which commence tribution of material across the channel thickness is
at x /w50.5 and follow paths close to the channel uniform. (2) A, perhaps important, portion of the0

center line. The mean times represent the full range sample corresponding to x /w,0.2 was omitted0

of paths across the breadth of the end-piece and from the calculations, this being necessary because
channel, and so are expected to be a little longer. We of computational difficulties stemming from the
should be cautious in concluding that a longer frit coarseness of the discretization. (3) The effects of
element is generally beneficial however. When the hydrodynamic lift forces, particle-wall and particle–
transit time distributions are convoluted with the particle interactions were ignored. It follows that the
much greater degree of band-broadening that occurs quite significant differences in efficiency between
along the length of the channel, the material in the stop-flow and hydrodynamic relaxation that have
extended tails cannot be neglected. sometimes been observed (see, for example, Ref.

The band-broadening associated with hydro- [12]) are probably due to imperfections in the frit-
dynamic relaxation does appear to be a relatively inlet construction. For example, the permeability of
small effect for the flow regime considered, and only the frit element may not be uniform. There could
likely to be significant under very high resolution also be some variation in channel thickness beneath
conditions. The effect would be most noticeable for the frit element if it is improperly mounted.
relatively narrow peaks eluted within a few channel
void volumes, such as may be obtained with flow/
hyperlayer FFF. An example of such a high res- 4. Conclusion
olution fractogram of a mixture of polystyrene
particle standards is shown in Fig. 9 of Ref. [20]. A The usefulness of hydrodynamic relaxation using a
channel flow-rate of 4.98 ml /min was used for this frit-inlet system has been demonstrated in earlier
example, which is just a little higher than that work by experiment. The advantages with regard to
considered for our simulations (4.4 ml /min), and this ease of operation, elimination of the baseline distur-
resulted in a void time of 15.5 s assuming a bances associated with valve switching, and reduced
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tendency for sample adsorption on the accumulation resolve the issue, at least in the case of an ideally
wall are unquestioned. The simulation described in constructed system. Ultimately, other parameters
this work of the merging flows within the inlet such as the frit element shape and the end-piece
region of such an FFF channel has revealed its true angle could be considered. The numerical approach
complexity however. The complexity was shown is, without doubt, required for the evaluation of such
through the calculated trajectories of particles en- parameters.
trained in the flow. An aspect of the transformation
of flow from the inlet duct to the radial flow of the
triangular end-piece was shown in the greater radial
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